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specific color, specific scenes, the combination of the two can often be engraved in the minds of unforgettable memories. In the last
century, the Spurs have their glory, and in twenty-first Century, when it comes to the Spurs, and it can not be separated from the Parke
and the team made brilliant achievements. Therefore, for Parker to create the second generation of boots of, designers also tried to
explore how the deployment of more rich color, make the manifestation of shoes more diverse, making the shoes turned to bridge
linking the past and the reality of. Previously, NBA in order to commemorate the history of the team's major figures or events, the
introduction of the classic retro night activities, and has become a tradition of the league. Each season, all kinds of colorful retro shirt
contains historical heritage so that the fans are no longer unfamiliar to the team once the glory. PEAK before Parke launched the
retro elements of boots, hoping to bring the majority, many more choices. this time, PEAK's designers look to the last century eighty
or ninety's spurs. In the impression that the Spurs are designed to be the color, it seems to be a perfect generation of dull boring. At
first glance, to capture a fresh silver light in the black and white two colors, it is really a very extravagant desire. However, the Spurs in
history are not always black and white. From 1989 to 2002, at least, the Spurs have shown a different self. This stage of San Antonio,
because of bright color, everyone was affectionately known as "Carnival color" team logo, but the Spurs did not launch the
corresponding color uniform. So, burst of inspiration for designers, this period standard spurs on the three colors of the lake green,
bright orange and black tricolor of complementary collocation, expect in an instant, everyone back to the last century the intriguing
eventful years. this time interval of the Spurs, is the glory of countless. The 1989-90 season, spurs 56 wins record than last season
win 35 games is in the history of the NBA team wins field progress the biggest record. 1994-1995 season spurs 62 wins and 20
losses record, the first in the NBA rankings, but also the best record in the team's history. 1998-1999 season, the Spurs won the first
championship in the history of the team. and our hero, Parke, has finally become one of the legendary witnesses in 2001. After the
first round of the twenty-eighth round was chosen by the Spurs, Parke bravely take on the carnival colors to give him the sacred
responsibility. Become the youngest player to play the Spurs, the all star rookie contest NiuDao, selected rookie team. Step by step,
Parker has the fledgling hesitation, stage, the color of the joy, the Spurs this piece of fertile land gradually tie his base. 2002-2003
season is David Robinson in the team's new home Sanantonio SBC Center (later renamed AT& T Center) campaign >
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